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Ionic distribution around simple B-DNA models II. Deviations
from cylindrical symmetry
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The structure of the ions around twoB-DNA models with added monovalent salt at the continuum
solvent level is investigated by computer simulation. The salt concentrations cover a wide range,
from 0.05 to 4.5 M. The simplicity of the so-called grooved primitive model~unit electron charges
at the phosphate positions of canonical DNA and the grooves shape approximated by means of
simple geometric elements! enables a detailed study of the counterion and coion distributions with
a very small statistical noise. The inhomogeneity of the ionic distributions is noticeable along the
axial direction up to distances of about 20 Å from the DNA axis. The counterions deeply penetrate
into the DNA grooves even at very low added salt concentrations. In the minor groove, the
counterions are preferentially located in its center whereas they lie at the sides of the major groove,
close to the phosphate positions. The coions also enter within the major groove, especially in the
systems at high added salt concentrations for which regions of absolute negative charge can be
found within the groove. This can be explained in terms of an arrangement of ions with alternating
charges. The grooved primitive model has also been solved in the context of the finite difference
Poisson–Boltzmann theory. The theory accurately describes the ionic structure around DNA at low
salt concentrations but the results deteriorate with increasing salt missing important qualitative
features at or above molar concentrations. The other model investigated differs from the more
detailed one in that the shape of DNA is not taken into account; a soft cylinder is used instead. The
counterions accumulate in this model in front of the phosphates and the axial inhomogeneity of the
distribution quickly vanishes. These results together with those of previous investigations lead to the
conclusion that thecouplingof the discrete description of the DNA charge with the steric effects due
to the presence of the grooves is the primary determinant of the final ionic distribution, especially
at high salt concentrations. This effect may play a decisive role in those DNA properties which are
strongly dependent on the salt concentration, like theB- to Z-DNA conformational transition.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~98!50336-4#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The physico-chemical properties and biological functi
of DNA in solution are dictated by its polyelectrolyte natur
and thus, they are strongly influenced by salt conditions.
binding interactions of proteins and other ligands to DN
often show a dramatic salt dependence.1,2 The DNA melting
temperature depends on salt concentration too.3 In fact, ionic
effects play a central role at all levels of DNA structur
organization.4 In particular, the reversible transition betwee
theB andZ forms of DNA,5–9 which may have a significan
biological role,10–12 can be induced by adding salt to th
solution. Some of these properties, such as osmotic pres
activity coefficients or Donnan equilibria,13 depend essen
tially on the mean electrostatic field far from the polyio
which is in turn dependent onhow manyions ~counterions
mainly! are close to the DNA molecule. These bulk
‘‘macroscopic’’ properties have been successfully explain
in terms of very crude DNA models like the line of charge
the counterion condensation theory of Manning,14–17 or the
Poisson–Boltzmann theory applied to a homogeneou
charged cylinder.18–20 The latter model has been thorough
investigated by Monte Carlo computer simulation.20–24Nev-
6200021-9606/98/109(14)/6200/11/$15.00
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ertheless, there is another class of properties which dep
not only on how many ions are in the DNA proximity bu
also on where are those ions placed relative to the DN
structure, i.e., whether the ions penetrate into the groove
not, whether they remain tightly bound to certain DNA sit
or are able to diffuse, and whether they lose their coordi
tion solvent sphere. The above mentioned salt-induced t
sition between theB and Z forms of DNA, the release of
metal cations in the binding of ligands and proteins
DNA25 or the diffusion and conductivity properties of DNA
salt systems are only a few examples. It is for these prop
ties that knowledge of the detailed distribution of ions ne
DNA is of crucial importance, and one is forced to go b
yond homogeneously charged models to others in which
DNA inhomogeneity is taken into account.

Unfortunately, the experimental determination of io
distributions around DNA seems very difficult. Although th
global counterion decay in salt-free DNA systems has b
recently determined by small-angle neutron scattering,26,27

the situation near DNA and/or with added salt is more co
plex. The region close to the polyelectrolyte can be prob
by the quenching effect of counterions over fluoresc
0 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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polyelectrolytes28 or by the enhancement by the polyelectr
lyte of energy transfer between counterions.29 Nevertheless,
these techniques are unable to resolve the anisotropy o
ionic distribution because they give only a cylindrically a
eraged information. Crystal x-ray studies may serve a
guide, but one has to be cautious as the structure
solution—the relevant state to DNA/salt systems—may
quite different from that of the crystal where the high DN
concentration induces cooperative effects~packing, electro-
static! among several molecules. Besides, the location
counterions in x-ray assignments tends to be uncertain.
most promising technique is23Na1 nuclear magnetic reso
nance~NMR! spectroscopy. The sodium nucleus relaxes
quadrupole moment via a coupling with electric field gra
ents in its vicinity, and thus may serve for the determinat
of sodium population close to DNA.30 Unfortunately, NMR
data is difficult to interpret unequivocally in terms of stru
ture. Often, the analysis makes use of theoretical limit
results, such as those from the counterion condensa
theory of Manning, or requires the aid of a molecular m
chanics package.31

An alternative to direct experiments are simulation te
niques. In principle, it is possible to simulate a system c
sisting of a long DNA molecule, its corresponding counte
ons, added salt, and solvent particles. In practice, this tas
at present exceedingly difficult, especially if series of sim
lations are required to assess the trends. Forester
McDonald32 simulated an all-atom rigid DNA with water
counterions and five chloride coions, resulting in about
M added-salt concentration. Sometimes a single dimet
phosphate unit has been used33 but important cooperative
effects are not considered in that case. Additionally, sev
salt-free~no added salt! simulations of DNA oligomers at the
atomic level have been carried out~for a review on all-atom
DNA molecular-dynamics simulations see Ref. 34!. Explicit
inclusion of counterions produces convergence problem35

which may be enhanced with the addition of salt. Oth
handicaps of all-atom DNA simulations are the strong
pendence of the results on the initial conditions32,35 as a re-
sult of the high particle density in combination with the sy
tem inhomogeneity. The impossibility of including
consistent axial mean-field long-range potential in syste
with explicit water has also been pointed out.36 For these
reasons, in the context of biophysical studies like drug-DN
or protein-DNA binding, few simulation studies have be
conducted at the explicit water level of detail.37 In essence,
the above difficulties arise from the insufficiency of the a
tual computational power and may be in course of solution
the future. From our point of view, there is a deeper sho
coming in using such detailed models. The interplay betw
the different forces acting on each particle makes very d
cult the assessment of the importance of each interactio
is then very hard to ascribe a given effect to a particu
interaction. Moreover, the subtle competition between th
makes it possible that similar simulation studies lead to c
tradictory results.38 We have, therefore, turned our attentio
back to simple models since they allow us to learn the ph
ics that a given refinement adds with respect to a previ
Downloaded 27 May 2005 to 147.96.5.17. Redistribution subject to AIP
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level, and thus to unambiguously assign each effect to
cause.

At the McMillan–Mayer level, the effect of water is in
troduced as a modification of the electrostatic interaction
tween charges by means of a dielectric function. These
called continuum models offer a viable alternative both
the understanding of the ionic atmosphere around DN39

and for molecule–DNA interactions.35 The advantages are
drastic diminution in the number of particles, which enab
the extension of the range of applicability of the simulation
going beyond the salt-free case and allowing larger ru
Additionally, grand canonical ensemble simulations beco
feasible. The penalty is that effects due to the microsco
heterogeneity of water such as hydration, solvation, and
drogen bonding are missing, although some of them may
partially accommodated by the model. For example, the
dration sphere is usually accounted for through an increas
the ionic effective radius. In a previous paper40 ~hereafter
referred to as paper I! we have explored cylindrically aver
aged properties for several simpleB-DNA models. We dealt
both with homogeneously and discretely charged polye
trolytes. An important result of paper I was that the effect
the DNA charge discretization may be important wh
coupled to the steric hindrance due to the polyion groov
shape. In fact, for a quite simple grooved model, the res
were compatible with a number of DNA properties, such
excluded volume and concentration profiles. More imp
tantly, ionic distributions compared favorably with thos
from all-atom DNA simulations and exhibited typical fea
tures of such complex models. The cylindrically averag
properties previously investigated have not the natural s
metry of the~helical! DNA charge distribution. It seems the
interesting to study the deviations from the cylindrical sy
metry. Apart from the intrinsic interest of such study,
additional motivation is that we expect to obtain some
sights for a better understanding of the DNA conformatio
transitions.

An alternative route for solving this sort of systems
the Poisson–Boltzmann~PB! approximation.41,42 Being or-
ders of magnitude cheaper in terms of computer time t
the direct simulation, the PB theory has become very pop
in recent years, particularly in the context of all-atom DN
models.43–45This theory predicts counterion profiles close
the macromolecule that are around a 10%–15% lower t
the simulation results for cylindrical homogeneously charg
DNA models and salt-free conditions or at low monovale
salt concentration.20,21 Nevertheless the accuracy of the P
calculations for more refined DNA models and/or at high s
has not been clearly assessed.

In this work we analyze the distribution of ions aroun
two discretely charged models ofB-DNA over a wide range
of monovalent salt concentration via computer simulatio
Our object is to address the specific ionic organization in
vicinity of DNA which is likely to be produced by the dis
crete nature of the charge as opposed to the radially sym
ric profiles given by homogeneously charged models.
focus our interest on the simple grooved model descri
below and pay special attention to the high salt regime.
sides, we want to know whether an even more simple D
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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model ~a repulsive cylinder with discrete charges! is able to
reproduce the main predicted features of the ionic struc
close to DNA. The motivation for this is to assess the s
gestion that the discretization of the charges is not suffic
to explain the DNA behavior because the polyelectrol
shape plays an important structural role. Additionally, t
grooved model has been solved using the PB approac
different salt concentrations in order to check its predictio
against the simulation results. In Sec. II we describe
DNA models used in this work and address methodolog
details of the simulations and the Poisson–Boltzmann ca
lations. The results are presented in Sec. III, and the con
sions are summarized at the end of the paper.

II. DNA MODELS AND METHODOLOGICAL DETAILS

Only discretely charged DNA models are considered
this work. As most of the DNA charge lies at the phosph
groups,46 unit negative charges are placed in both models
the phosphorus positions. For canonicalB-DNA, these can
be written in a compact form in cylindrical coordinates as47

r i
s58.91,

f i
s5f0

s136• i , ~2.1!

zi
s5z0

s13.38• i ,

where s51,2 specifies the nucleic acid strand, and thusi
50,...,9 describes a complete DNA helix turn. The rad
and axial distances to the helix center,r andz, are given in
angstroms and the angular coordinate,f, in degrees. Be-
sides,f0

s andz0
s are both zero for the phosphates in the fi

strand, and 154.4° and 0.78 Å, respectively, for those in
second one.

Two DNA models are considered, both previously a
dressed in paper I, the grooved primitive model~GP model!,
and a discretely charged soft cylinder~DS model!. In the
latter, the charges are embedded within the DNA core wh
surface appears smooth and continuous to the solution~mo-
bile! ions. The GP model, on the other hand, incorporates
accessibility of the DNA grooves to the mobile ions in
computationally tractable way.40 This model was obtained b
fitting a set of geometrically simple objects to the shape o
DNA molecule with a couple of restrictions. The procedu
is amply discussed in paper I. A section of the result
model is depicted in Fig. 1. A cylinder mimics the centr
core of DNA, totally inaccessible to the mobile ions, wh
each nucleotide is completed by two identical spheres, on
them—the phosphate sphere—centered at the charge
tions, Eq. ~2.1!, and the other—the intermediate sphere
lying between the phosphate and the cylinder atr
55.90 Å.

Irrespective of whether the ions are fixed~the polyelec-
trolyte charged sites! or mobile ~the solution particles!, the
repulsive interaction between ions is a soft potential of
form

Ui j
rep~r i j !5Ki j

1

r i j
n , ~2.2a!
Downloaded 27 May 2005 to 147.96.5.17. Redistribution subject to AIP
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Ki j 5
AMuzizj ue2

Ncn
~r i1r j !

~n21!, ~2.2b!

r i j being the distance between ionsi and j . The choice of
AM51.7476 ~the Madelung’s constant of the NaCl sol
structure!, andNc56 ~the coordination number of the sam
structure! together with the valuer i51.4214 Å ~the nominal
radius of ioni ! taken for both anions and cations, gives bu
electrolyte properties approximately corresponding to a
stricted primitive model with hard-sphere diameters of 4
Å.48 This size has been used in other recent electrolyte s
tion studies23,49–52and roughly corresponds to a sodium io
with the account of its hydration shell.49,53 There is large
evidence that sodium ions do not lose their hydration sphe
in their association with DNA.32,54Additionally, the interme-
diate spheres of the GP model interact with the mobile io
through the same repulsive potential that acts on them,
Eq. ~2.2!.

The repulsive potential for the central cylinder of the G
model is of the form

Uip
rep,displaced~r ip!5Kip8

1

~r ip2r0!n , ~2.3!

wheren59, Kip8 52.7291•10217 J•Å,9 andr052.91 Å cor-
responding to a grooves depth of about 3.9 Å, consis
with previous estimates~between 3.5 and 4 Å55!. The repul-
sive potential for the DS model is merely a cylindrical so
potential of the same form but the origin of the repulsi
coincides now with the radial position of the charges,r0

58.91 Å. This results in the maximum of the radial dist
bution of counterions appearing at about 12 Å, the us
closest approach distance in hard rod DNA simulations.

Although dielectric effects induced by the polyelectr
lyte may be rather complex in its vicinity,56 we use the Cou-
lombic potential—without further modification beyond th
mere consideration of the dielectric constant of water—
the interactions between mobile ions. The justification
this approximation is given in paper I. The electrostatic p
tential is just

Ui j
cou5

zizj

4pe0e

e2

r i j
, ~2.4!

FIG. 1. Cross section of the grooved primitive model of DNA. Both pairs
spheres are drawn at the same height, although in the model they are 0
apart.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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where e is the magnitude of the electronic charge,e0 the
vacuum permittivity,e578.358 the~relative! dielectric con-
stant of the solvent~water at 25 °C!, andzi andzj the ionic
electrovalences of the interacting ions. Only monovalent i
are considered in this work.

As for the DNA–ion interaction, it is well established i
computer simulations of charged inhomogeneous syst
that the interactions of each particle with the part of t
system along the directions in which periodic boundary c
ditions are used must be included. This is due to the fact
the anisotropic charge distribution is repeatedad infinitumin
those directions. The most used and successful method
including this long-range axial interaction for polyelectroly
models in which the charge is homogeneously distribu
was pioneered by Torrie and Valleau for the case of
planar electrical double layer.57 There, the effect of the
charge distribution outside the simulation cell is included
a mean-field term computed self-consistently from the av
age charge distribution within the cell. The appropriate f
mulas are given, for example, in Ref. 58. The equivalence
the results obtained with this procedure and those using
Ewald summation method, traditionally used in the simu
tions of homogeneous Coulombic systems, was shown
Ref. 58.

Nevertheless, when the polyelectrolyte is made up
discrete charges, the long-range correction formulas used
the homogeneous charge are no longer valid, and an alte
tive procedure must be used.59 In this case, the electrostati
field can be obtained as that of a sum of arrays of disc
charges placed along lines parallel to the DNA axis. T
potential between an ioni and an infinitely long array of
discrete charges is59

Uin
array,inf~r in ,Dzin!52zijnb21F log~r in!

22(
j 51

`

Ko~k jr in!cos~k jDzin!G ,

~2.5!

wherer in is the distance from the ion to the arrayn, jn the
reduced axial charge density of the line,k j52p j /bn ~bn

being the distance between the consecutive charges in
array!, Dzi ,n the axial coordinate of the ion with respect
the closest charged site of the array, andKo is the modified
Bessel function of order zero and second kind. Equat
~2.5! is obtained by expanding the point-charge potentials
cylindrical coordinates.60 The first term is the potential of a
infinite homogeneous line of charge and the second is
charge discreteness contribution. The summation in the r
hand side is quickly convergent, so few terms are nee
provided thatr in is not too close to zero. In the limitr in

→0, Eq. ~2.5! transforms into a more convenient relatio
~see Ref. 59 for details!.

The total potential between the charges in an infin
DNA helix and a mobile ion is then

Uip
sites,̀ 5(

n
Uin , ~2.6!
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where the sum extends over the 20 arrays of charge~in the
case of our B-DNA models, there are twenty charge
sites—10 phosphorus atoms in each of the strands—and
jn5j/20!. In this way, the above equation can be more
ficient than the explicit sum over each of the polyelectroly
charged sites for simulation cells made of three or more tu
along the axial direction. More importantly, this procedu
treats in a consistent manner the long-range axial potentia
it includes the interactions with all the polyion charges.
this regard, it is important to notice that the usual method
summing explicitly the coulombic interactions within th
simulation cell and adding a long-range correction assum
a homogeneous charge distribution outside the cell is inc
sistent and leads to erroneous results.59

As to the periodic boundary conditions for the rad
direction, two different methods have been employed. In
diluted cases at 0.05 M, the traditional ce
model61—consisting in a~hard! cylindrical boundary limit-
ing the space available to the ions—is a satisfactory opt
More concentrated salt solutions are, on the other hand,
nificantly affected by the presence of the hard boundary,40,58

which results in a spurious attractive potential.62 For these
systems, the modulated bulk as fuzzy boundary metho58

~MBFB!, which has proved its usefulness in the simulati
of long-ranged inhomogeneous systems, has been use
stead. In this method, the cylinder corresponding to the
model~the inhomogeneous region! is immersed in a periodic
box ~an hexagonal prism in our case! filled with bulk solu-
tion and the hard wall removed, so that mobile ions are a
to cross the boundary. The ions interact with the surround
bulk through a discrete particle–particle modulated~short-
ranged! Coulomb potential63 while the missing tail is recov-
ered as a mean-field contribution computed in a s
consistent way.

The Monte Carlo simulations cover a broad range
bulk concentrations, from 0.05 to 4.5 M. The simulat
states are given in Table I. We will refer to each simulati
by its nominal concentration, keeping in mind that the act
bulk salt concentration is that observed in the simulation
away from the polyelectrolyte. The bulk concentrations a
also shown in Table I. In the concentrated systems~1–4.5
M!, classical Metropolis sampling has been used. In dilu
polyelectrolyte systems convergence problems of the M
kov chain can occur.64 This is due to the strong inhomoge
neity of the counterion distribution, which changes fro
about one molar concentration near DNA to the correspo
ing bulk value which is several orders of magnitude sma
at low added-salt concentrations. To solve this problem
density scaled sampling scheme was proposed by Go
and Goldman.64 In this method, the ion trial displacemen
parameter varies with the distance to the polyelectrolyte;
small near it and large far away. The method is able to f
nish reasonable acceptance rates~in the range 0.3–0.6! at
any separation from the polyelectrolyte axis. Of course,
acceptance algorithm must be modified accordingly.64 We
have employed the density scaled sampling in the sim
tions at 0.05 M. Additional simulation details can be fou
in paper I.

The finite difference Poisson–Boltzmann~FDPB!41,65
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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Downloaded
TABLE I. The simulations.

DNA
model

Nominal concentration
~M!

Radial
boundary

Number
of ionsa

Radial dimension
~Å!b

Bulk concentration
~M!c

Discretely charged
soft cylinder~DS! 1 MBFB 401310 36.0 0.949
Grooved primitive model 0.05 Cell 601120 118.3 0.0486
~GP! 1 MBFB 401205 32.5 0.989

2.5 MBFB 201194 22.0 2.52
4.5 MBFB 201200 22.5 4.45

aDNA charge counteracting ions1added salt ion pairs.
bCell radius in the cell model simulation and internal region radius in the MBFB simulations.
cEstimated uncertainties affect the last figure.
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form of the PB equation has also been applied to the
model of DNA. This approach requires the macromolecule
be modeled as a hard body impenetrable to the ions. Thu
need to establish an equivalence between the soft repuls
used in the simulations and the distances of minimum
proach between the objects~cylinder and spheres! assumed
by the GP model and the mobile ions. This has been don
paper I when a comparison between the excluded volum
atomic DNA and that of the GP model was reported. The
the hard ion diameter was regarded at first as equivalen
the distance at the potential minimum between unlike ion48

Nevertheless, this value was decreased by 0.5 Å to acc
for the increased ion condensation around DNA by virtue
the collective effect of its charges. The recipe has also b
found suitable for the FDPB computations in order to ens
that the ion concentration profiles start at the same dista
to the DNA axis as in the simulations. The dielectric const
of the polyelectrolyte is that of the solvent as in the simu
tions. TheDELPHI program has been employed for the FDP
calculations.65,66 We have used a cubic grid and a focusi
technique starting with a grid extent of 101.4 Å correspon
ing to the height of three DNA helix turns. The potenti
values from this calculation are used as initial input to
second computation using a grid extent of one DNA tu
33.8 Å. As a consequence of the high DNA charge, the
tential changes abruptly in the vicinity of the polyion. A fin
grid is required to avoid numerical errors in the solution
the PB equation which would lead to an incomplete neut
ization of the DNA charge. We have used a cubic grid w
201 points per side giving a final resolution of 5.92 gr
points per Å. In these conditions, the FDPB calculations
quire about the same computer time as the simulation ru

III. RESULTS

To present results for nonradially averaged ion distrib
tions around DNA we may benefit from the helical arrang
ment of the phosphates. Previous all-atom studies have d
so by projecting the concentration profiles onto the nea
base pair plane39,67 in a spiral staircase manner. We propo
to go further within a similar approach. If the charged si
form a continuous ridge, the concentration profiles wo
depend only on two coordinates. Every point could be p
jected onto the helical line defined by the ridge. A natu
coordinate of the system isr. The other independent coord
nate may be either the angle needed to reach the refer
 27 May 2005 to 147.96.5.17. Redistribution subject to AIP
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helix strand by moving on a constantr-z circumference or
the axial distance to the strand~see Fig. 2!. Let us denote
themdf anddz, respectively. Notice that the points lying i
the reference helix have their cylindrical coordinates rela
by z5(L/360)f, L being the helix pitch (L533.8 Å). An
inspection of Fig. 2 enables us to write down the relations
between the cylindrical and the new helical coordinates

df5
360

L
z2f ~3.1!

and

dz5
L

360
f2z. ~3.2!

The angular separation between the phosphates in
strands is thendf5146.1° or, equivalently,dz513.7 Å
~depending on the choice of the strand origin the nega
complementary valuesdf5213.9°, dz520.1 Å may also
be obtained!.

Although the ridge is not continuous, the consecut
charged groups are so close that the effect of the discont
ity on the surrounding ion atmosphere is almost negligi
~this ‘‘helical projection’’ is only marginally disrupted in the
vicinity of the phosphates!. Notice that when the ionic dis

FIG. 2. Coordinates used in the helical projection. For a point A wh
cylindrical coordinates arerA , fA , and zA , only two coordinates are
needed in the helical projection,rA and dzA ~or, equivalently,dfA!. The
new coordinatedzA ~or dfA! is obtained by moving along a constantr-fA

line ~or a constantr-zA circumference! in order to reach the reference heli
strand at point B~or point C!.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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tribution is averaged in terms of the helical coordinatesr and
df, it is possible to express it in terms of Cartesian-ty
coordinates through the relations

x5r cos~df!, ~3.3a!

y5r sin~df!. ~3.3b!

Ion distributions were collected during the simulation
the helical projection was performed on the fly and accum
lated in double entryr and df histograms. One of thes
representations in the plane (dx,dy) for counterions, GP
model and at 1 M added salt is given in Fig. 3. The pho
phate positions in both strands and the helix axis are ma
by filled circles. The major and minor grooves are eas
identified in the figure. The general shape of the curve
similar to that observed in Guldbrandet al. salt-free simula-
tions with an all-atom DNA model.39 The lack of radial sym-
metry is apparent from the representation. The highest co
terion concentration is located in the minor groove. T
effect seems to be a consequence of the very negative p
tial due to the proximity of both phosphates across the mi
groove. This has also been observed in the salt-free sim
tions of Ref. 55~where a DNA-shaped model was used68!
and is predicted by both the SATK~solvent accessibility
Tanford–Kirkwood!69 and FDPB41,70 treatments of DNA.

The same distribution but in the plane (r,dz) is given in
Fig. 4 where the radial coordinate refers tor and the axial
coordinate todz. The satisfactory symmetry of the curve
with respect to the middle of the grooves gives an idea of
small statistical errors involved in the simulations. Althou
this representation is perhaps less intuitive at a first glan
we prefer it as details appear more clearly than in the pr
ous plot. There are three regions exhibiting local maxima
the counterion concentration. As commented above,
higher accumulation of counterions is located in the min
groove at a radial coordinate of about 7.5 Å. A second ma
mum in the counterion concentration appears in the m
groove region. But contrarily to what happens in the min
one, the maximum is not located at the center of the gro

FIG. 3. Counterion distributions around the GP model at 1 M added salt
concentration. The scale is molar units. The view corresponds to slabs
pendicular to the DNA axis with constantdz @see Eq.~3.3! for x and y
definitions#. The phosphates positions and the helix axis are marked by fi
circles. The major and minor grooves are the regions in the top-left
bottom-right areas of the figure, respectively.
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but it splits in two symmetrical maxima at the outer sides
the groove, close to the nearest phosphates. A third m
mum is located in front of the phosphates at large rad
coordinates. No counterions are found in the space betw
two adjacent phosphates along the ridge~in our representa-
tion, the projected coordinates of such locations are exa
coincident with those of the phosphates! which validates the
assumption made to construct the helical projection in t
the surrounding ion atmosphere is essentially the sam
that of a continuous ridge. The shape of the 2.0 M cont
plot is quite interesting. In the minor groove and the pho
phates region, it deviates slightly from the cylindrical sym
metry~i.e., it is almost flat! lying around 12 to 13 Å from the
DNA axis, whereas the curve penetrates deeply into the
jor groove~as close as 8 Å from the DNA axis!. The cylin-
drical symmetry of the counterion distribution is restored a
radial coordinate of about 20 Å~results not shown!, as pre-
viously obtained in Poisson–Boltzmann studies.42 Regarding
the coion distribution~Fig. 5!, the departures from the cylin
drical symmetry are noticeable as they show some tende
to enter within the major groove. In the system at 1 M salt
concentration, the 0.25 M coion contour plot approaches
DNA axis as close as 6 Å. Interestingly, the penetrability
the coions into the grooves is also significantly enhance
high salt concentrations.

For brevity, and because of the reasons which will b
come more apparent later, we only sketch now the m
features of the ionic atmosphere around DNA at salt conc
trations as low as 0.05 M and as high as 4.5 M, because

er-

d
d

FIG. 4. The same distribution of Fig. 3 viewed in a cut through the DN
axis ~df constant!.

FIG. 5. Coion distributions around the GP model at 1 M added salt concen-
tration.
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exhibit similar trends to those of the previous figure desp
the great differences in their bulk ionic strengths. Repres
tative minor groove counterion concentrations are abou
and 7.5 M, respectively,;3 M over the bulk concentration
the same increment as in the 1 M salt concentration system
where the minor groove concentration is 4 M. It is wor
mentioning that the penetrability of the counterions into
major groove with respect to the minor is enhanced at hig
ionic strengths. In fact, for the system at 4.5 M salt conc
tration, the peaks in the counterion concentration within b
grooves are very similar.

From the comments in the preceding paragraph, it mi
be deduced that the counterion distribution is scarcely se
tive to the salt concentration beyond obvious changes in
number of condensed ions. This is not true though the va
tions are quite subtle. Figure 6 represents the variation w
salt concentration of the counterion and coion profiles for
GP model at a radial coordinate of 10.9 Å, i.e., just in t
shear surface of DNA.71 The difference between the counte
ion concentrations at the edge and the center of the m
groove increases with the addition of salt. The correspond
increase of the coion concentrations is more appreciabl
the middle of the major groove. It is particularly strong fro
about 1 M salt concentration: When the added salt goes fr
1 to 2.5 M, the coion concentration varies from 0.7 to 2.5

FIG. 6. Concentration profiles of coions and counterions for the GP m
at a radial coordinate of 10.9 Å and different salt concentrations: 0.05
~dotted line!, 1 M ~dashed lines!, and 2.5 M~solid lines!. The coion profile
at 0.05 M is not visible on the scale of the figure.

FIG. 7. Net charge profile~the difference between the counterion and t
coion concentrations! for the system at 0.05 M salt concentration. The are
with net charge concentrations higher than 1 M are white and those betwee
0 and 1 M are grey shaded.
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and the number of coions within the groove~with r,11 Å!
per DNA base changes from 0.035 to 0.17. Since in t
region the counterion concentration increases more slow
we eventually arrive at the striking result thatcoions outnum-
ber counterions. This is shown in Fig. 6 for the 2.5 M system
at an axial coordinate of 9–11 Å. We will refer to this ph
nomenon as local charge inversion. A separate analysi
the counterion and coion profiles may then miss import
structural trends.

A more representative idea of the ionic atmosph
around DNA is given by the net charge profile, which
simply the difference between the counterion and coion c
centrations at any point because the solution cations and
ions carry equal charges of opposite sign. Figures 7–10
play the net charge using the same representation as th
Figs. 4 and 5 for the counterion and the coion concentratio
The net charge function for the system at 0.05 M salt c
centration~Fig. 7! is essentially coincident with the counte
ion concentration profile. The departures between the
charge and the counterion profile are noticeable only at v
high added salt concentrations. This is clearly seen when
compares both results for the system at 1 M salt concentra-
tion ~Figs. 8 and 4, respectively!. Even at such high ionic
strength, the differences are almost null in the minor groo
region and not important in the major one. But at higher s
concentrations the situation changes dramatically. In the
M system~Fig. 9!, the coion concentration in the outer re
gion of the major groove exceeds that of the counterio
and, in the 4.5 M system, the region of negative cha
deeply penetrates within the major groove~Fig. 10!. At the

el

s

FIG. 8. Same as Fig. 7 but for the system at 1 M salt concentration.

FIG. 9. Same as Fig. 7 but for the system at 2.5 M salt concentration.
areas with negative net charge concentrations are black.
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latter salt concentration, the coions outnumber the coun
ons also in the vicinity of the minor groove. It is to be n
ticed that although the population of counterions within t
minor groove exceeds that of the coions at any io
strength, the concentration of the latter ions is far from n
ligible at high salt. There the coion concentration reac
values about 3 M in the system at 4.5 M bulk salt concen
tration. As the corresponding counterion concentration
close to 7.5 M, the net charge profile still shows an exces
positive charge within the minor groove.

Anions in the middle of the grooves of the GP mod
may be stabilized by the occurrence of alternating cha
sign ion sequences of the type phosphate–counteri
coion–counterion–phosphate. A requirement for the form
tion of such an arrangement is that the groove should h
enough room to accommodate three ions along the axia
rection. The minor groove cannot accommodate three la
of ions, and it seems that the major groove also cannot h
them easily. Nevertheless, if the mobile anion is placed
the outer limit of the major groove, the steric conditions m
be fulfilled. The alternating charge sequence also expla
why the higher counterion concentration within the ma
groove is found at its sides.

The DS model gives an ionic distribution complete
different from that obtained with the GP model. The cou
terion distributions for the system at 1 M salt concentration
is presented in Fig. 11. The counterions cluster in front of
charged phosphates, almost in a site-bindinglike man
This behavior has also been observed in the salt-free s

FIG. 10. Same as Fig. 7 but for the system at 4.5 M salt concentratio

FIG. 11. Counterion distributions around the DS model at 1 M added salt
concentration~to be compared with Fig. 4!.
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lations of Ref. 55. The discrepancy between both model
more prominent if the number of counterions in differe
regions around DNA is considered. We assign an ion to
phosphates region if its angular separation from a phosp
~in the helical projection! is within 630 degrees. With this
definition three classes emerge, the phosphates region
360°) and the major and minor groove regions~153.9° and
86.1°, respectively!. The angular amplitude of the classes a
in the relation 1.8:1.4:1 in the order major groove, pho
phates and minor groove~the separation between classes
indicated by dotted lines in the preceding figures!. In Fig. 12
we represent the number of counterions in each class for
GP and DS models at 0.05 M salt concentration as a func
of the radial distance to the polyelectrolyte axis. The num
of ions refer to a DNA base. In the DS model, the phospha
class contains more counterions than either of the groo
classes, while in the case of the GP model the opposit
true. The raise of the phosphates class curves in both mo
is so different that they cross at 13.9 Å. This behavior
remarkably salt-independent; at 1 M the cross point is at 13.3
Å ~results not shown!. As for the grooves counterion popu
lation, both models give qualitatively similar results. On
slightly more counterions are accommodated in the ma
groove class despite its much larger angular amplitude. T
corresponds to the higher concentration found in the mi
groove~as commented above!, and is consistent with an x
ray crystallographic study by Bartenevet al.72 on CsDNA,
where an equal number of Cs1 ions in both major and minor
grooves was found. Of course, the actual number of ion
each class depend on the somewhat arbitrary angular am
tudes, though the chosen assignment seems coherent.
comments about the relative occupation of the classes
counterions for the 0.05 M system also apply to more c
centrated solutions.

As for coions at high salt concentrations, the GP pred
the population to be in the order major groove@minor
.phosphates. The DS model also predicts a higher pop

.

FIG. 12. Variation of the number of counterions in different angular clas
~see the text for the class definitions! with the distance to the polyelectrolyte
axis for the GP and DS models at 0.05 M salt concentration. The numbe
ions refer to a DNA base. Phosphates~solid lines!, major groove~dotted
lines!, and minor groove~dashed lines!. The curves whose origins are at
and 11 Å correspond to the GP and DS models, respectively.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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tion in the major groove but the the number of coions in
minor groove is now slightly smaller than in the phospha
region. The explanation of this effect is the efficient scre
ing of the phosphates charge by the compact counte
cloud in their proximity in the DS model. In all cases, coio
near DNA prefer the major groove region, in which the ele
trostatic potential is less negative. This is amplified by
arrangement of counterions in the edge of the major gro
in the GP model.

Figures 13 and 14 are equivalent to 7~0.05 M! and 10
~4.5 M!, respectively, but present results obtained using
Poisson–Boltzmann theory instead of Monte Carlo simu
tions. At 0.05 M both techniques give almost indistinguis
able results~the small discrepancies at radial coordinates
about 6 Å arise from the fact that we are comparing t
results for a hard model with those for a soft one!. At high
salt the departures increase but they only become qua
tively significant at salt concentrations above 1 M. At 4
salt concentration, the failure of the FDPB results is sev
The pronounced structure of the charge distribution aro
DNA shown by the simulations is greatly smoothed out
the Poisson–Boltzmann theory~cf. Figs 10 and 14!. Not only
are smaller the regions with highly positive net charge in
PB distribution—see, for example, the white areas with
charge concentration above 2.0 M—but the black areas

FIG. 13. Net charge profile~at 0.05 M salt concentration! calculated with
the FDPB theory.

FIG. 14. Net charge profile~at 4.5 M salt concentration! calculated with the
FDPB theory.
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responding to negative net charge are completely missin
the latter plot. If one compares the coion and counter
axial distributions separately, as we do in Fig. 15 where
concentration profiles at a radial coordinate of 8.9 Å a
shown, the differences are brought out even more. Glob
the theory puts too few counterions~with respect to the
simulation! around DNA, but in the middle of the majo
groove—where the Monte Carlo profiles exhibit local char
inversion—the opposite is true so the charge inversion is
predicted by the PB equation. This confirms that alternat
charge ion correlations, factor neglected by the PB theo
coupled with steric considerations are major driving forc
that shape the ion distribution within the DNA grooves.

Finally, Fig. 16 shows the MC and PB results for th
cylindrically averaged ionic distributions at the the high
salt concentration. The counterion curve obtained from sim
lation data exhibits a double maximum as a consequenc
the penetration of ions into the major groove. The dou
maximum is also predicted by the PB equation but the the
clearly underestimates the counterion profile within t
grooves and overestimates it outside the polyion. The M
and PB coion profiles are quite similar at all distances w
the significant exception of the region close to the DNA a
where the simulation results show a maximum which is
sent in the theoretical calculations.

FIG. 15. Concentration profiles of coions and counterions for the GP mo
at a radial coordinate of 8.9 Å and 4.5 M salt concentration: Monte Ca
simulation~solid lines! and FDPB theory~dashed lines!.

FIG. 16. Cylindrically averaged profiles of coions and counterions for
GP model at 4.5 M salt concentration: Monte Carlo simulation~solid lines!
and FDPB theory~dashed lines!.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we have investigated the detailed thre
dimensional structure of the ions around two simple d
cretely chargedB-DNA models at the continuum solven
level and with added salt. To simplify the presentation of
results, a helical projection has been introduced which
ables the use of only two independent coordinates. It is s
that the small approximation involved in this representat
has no effect on the final results. The ionic distributi
around the grooved~GP! model has a complex structure fa
from cylindrical symmetry in the inhomogeneous region e
tending up to about 20 Å from the DNA axis. The counte
ons deeply penetrate into the DNA grooves even at very
added salt concentrations. In the minor groove the coun
ons are preferentially located in the center, whereas they
at the sides of the major groove, close to the phosphate
sitions. The coions also enter within the major groove, es
cially in the systems at high added salt concentrations
which regions of absolute negative charge are predic
within this groove. This can be explained in terms of
arrangement of ions with alternating charges. The coi
also penetrate within the minor groove but to a lesser ext
because the alternating arrangement is not possible du
steric hindrance. Thus, counterions always prevail and
charge inversion is found in this region. As the structu
observed in our simulations of the GP model strongly
pends on the correlations between ions and the electros
field created by the polyelectrolyte, its shape and its inter
tions with other ions, some of the features of the ionic d
tribution ~the local charge inversion! can not be predicted by
theories based on approximations which neglect the corr
tions between the mobile ions such as the Poisso
Boltzmann equation. Nevertheless, aside from this failu
the PB equation gives an acceptable prediction for the io
profiles even at salt concentrations as high as 1 M.

The DS model leads to completely different and qu
unnatural results, as the cylinder core prevents the ions f
penetrating DNA. These results and other calculations~in
particular, the poor predictions for theB to Z-DNA
transition73! cast some doubt on the usefulness of the mo
since the simple homogeneously charged cylindrical mo
is able to account satisfactorily for the cylindrically averag
properties.40 It seems then that for a correct description
the inhomogeneous distribution of ions around DNA~and
properties depending on the ionic structure! the models must
incorporate two elements, namely, the discrete nature of
DNA charge and its grooved shape. The qualitative pred
tion of the B to Z-DNA transition with an ‘‘empty’’ DNA
model~made of charged spheres at the phosphate positio!9

seems to indicate that the latter condition can be somew
relaxed, in the sense that the more important point is to al
the ions to penetrate DNA.

The GP model is thus a simple system fulfilling bo
requirements. Its predictions are in line with the scarce d
available for the ionic distributions in all-atom DNA
models.39 In fact, one of the merits of GP the model is that
makes feasible such calculations in systems with added
But the limitations of the model are obvious and they mig
modify the conclusions reached in this paper. Notably,
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model ignores the explicit interactions with the solvent. T
DNA hydration may give rise to specific effects such as
spine of hydration in the minor groove, which in turn ma
affect the ion distributions.74 Anyway, the GP model results
are a good starting point to distinguish effects due to gen
electrostatic interactions from those that arise from the in
actions with water~or other more specific effects!.
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